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Last Fall
New York Times Columnist Farhad Manjoo
wrote a piece called:
Did a Human Write This?
Well?

Click here for a PDF of this post: Did_A_Human_Write_This_SEPT1_FINAL

 

 

= = »»  Did A Human Write This?  »»

	
 

 

 

Planning and Optimism
 

Click here to download a PDF of this post: Writer_COVID_fog_Jul18_ConVivio

 

I am sitting here at my computer screen, trying to do something that has »»  A Writer Tries to Emerge from a COVID Fog  »»

	

Remember the first episode of our
Hummingbird Story from back in February?
You can find it here:
https://convivio-online.net/our-baby-hummingbirds/ 

Gretta said then: “I bet this needs to become »»  Breaking News: Chelsie Has A New Nest  »»

	

 

 

Gretta: “I bet this needs to become a story … “

 

Click to download a PDF of this post:
ConVivio_The_Nest_Feb21-23
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What Passes for Excitement These Days

About »»  Our Baby Hummingbirds  »»

	

 

Did Anyone Else Get RAINBOWS?
—  by Guest Writer Andy Faletti

 

And the Best thing about it?
The Pandemic could not do a Thing about it »»  Did Anyone Else Get RAINBOWS?  »»

	

 

 

 

Sister Bernadette did her job back in the day.

Now, we must do ours, as she taught us.

Click here for a PDF »»  Sister Bernadette and The Bully  »»

	

“We are here to witness the miracle.”
— Ray Bradbury
“So, what’s it all about?”
— An American college student in Florence

Since this year, »»  To Witness the Miracle  »»

	

 

 

Let’s take a look at an old joke,
an old, crude and insensitive little joke,
and see if it applies to a current feature
of our American Democracy.

»»  Falling Down  »»

	

“So be the change, so be the shelter.”
— Danny Burke and Marieme Diop

“Screw This Virus”
— David Brooks

“It is not enough to »»  Shelter  »»

	

 

“Live long and prosper.”

“Logic is the beginning of wisdom,
not the end.”
— Mr. Spock

To download a PDF of this post, »»  The Vulcan Salute — Its Time Has Come  »»
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